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Deliver Professional  
Service with the Delta AKKU
Our Delta AKKU Battery Capacity Testers work by automatically 
discharging the battery and recording the voltage and current 
over time, returning an Ah value for measured capacity. When 
compared to the battery datasheet, the discharge current and 
time can be related directly to available battery capacity. While 
charging, the Ah returned to the battery can be measured to  
see if sufficient recharge is supplied by the charger. When the 
test is complete, results are shown on the display and the data 
can be transported by USB to your computer to annotate and 
print a report for the customer.

There are 3 built-in functions: single cycle capacity test, multiple 
cycle capacity tests and charger test. While testing  
a battery, the display shows the elapsed time, voltage and Ah.

The data logged on the USB pendrive can be opened using our 
Delta AKKU software for analysis of the test. The software is 
very user-friendly and will give an accurate assessment of the 
battery capacity.

The Windows 95/98/NT/2000/Vista/7/8 compatible 
software allows you to stores tests with an automatic date and 
time stamp, print test results and even customize reports with 
your company name, details and logo to present to customers. 
Data can also be exported to an Excel file for analysis.   

The Delta AKKU offers the following 
possibilities: 
•  Programming discharge current, voltage cut-out and  

charging times.
•  Setting discharge current between 0.3A and 25A in  

0.1A increments.
• Recording up to 200 cycles.
•  Connecting a charger to recharge the battery before  

and after a capacity test.
•  Testing a 145Ah (C20)/125Ah (C5) battery in 5 hours or less.
• Testing a 92Ah (C20)/80 (C5) battery in 3 hours or less.

 Microprocessor control.
  Tests flooded, gel or agm batteries.
 Easy to set-up and use.
  Far more accurate than unreliable  
impedance testers.

Each Delta AKKU comes fitted with 45”/ 115cm. battery test cables with clips and is supplied with a USB pendrive. The drive contains software, operating manual and can be used for 
storing and transferring data.

Applications 
Golf, Mobility, Floor Scrubbers and Sweepers, Recreational 
Vehicles, Marine, Alarm Systems, UPS, Electric Vehicles,  
Traffic Signals

Every Battery Equipment Service 
Company should have a Delta AKKU!
Disputes can be eliminated – service departments gain 
professionalism. When a battery doesn’t have enough capacity, 
it is maybe unable to run your equipment long enough to 
complete a shift or the days’ work. All batteries have a given 
rated capacity, usually expressed at a C5 or C20 rate.  
An acceptable minimum capacity in most applications is  
60% of the rating. Distinguishing between a low capacity,  
weak or defective battery is an important element in  
servicing equipment.  

Model Nominal Measured Maximum  Maximum Maximum Minimum Discharging  Current  Current Cut Off   Cut Off   Charging Number of  Dimensions  Weight    
Number Voltage  Votage Charging  Charging  Charging  Battery  Current Increments Error Voltage Voltage Time Cycles     
  Range Input Current (with  Current  Input    Range Increments 
   Voltage  Banana Clips)   Voltage

12 - 25PD 12V 6 - 20V 20V 15A  25A 6V 0.3 - 25A 0.1A +/- 2%  9 - 18.6V 0.3V 1 - 99h 1 - 200 154 x 105 2 kg. 

         
+ 0.05A

     
x 235mm

24 - 25PD  24V  6 - 36V  36V 15A  25A 6V 0.3 - 25A 0.1A +/- 2% 12 - 30V 0.6V 1 - 99h 1 - 200 154 x 105 2 kg.

         
+ 0.05A     235mm


